Britannica Online (FULL-TEXT online) This is the full-text online Web version of the *Encyclopaedia Britannica*. Unlike the print edition, coverage for this online edition is current, ongoing, and cumulative, and includes links to major Internet sites.

*Encyclopedia of Bioethics* (Rev. ed. 5 vols. New York: Macmillan Library Reference, 1995.) These volumes cover controversial ethical issues in the medical and biological areas; e.g., abortion, euthanasia, drug abuse, electroshock therapy, etc. ref QH332.E52 1995 (1st Floor, North).


Finding Other Articles in Reference Sources The Library has a large collection of print reference sources. To find one on your topic, use the Library Catalog-Advanced Search and input a single, VERY BROAD subject term (like biology, geography, health, etc.) in a STEP 1 input box, then make the STEP 2 pulldown menu for Location read, "Reference Collection;" finally, click on the search button. Don't hesitate to ask for assistance at the Reference Desk.

Articles in Periodicals -- The following highly regarded and unique periodicals often contain feature articles covering controversial topics:

*California Journal.* (FULL-TEXT online) This is a monthly magazine devoted to topics of current interest in California, e.g., drought, Medfly control, earthquake safety, etc. You can locate online full-text articles from California Journal through Lexis-Nexis. Follow these steps:

1. Select sources from the top, black, LexisNexis navigation bar.
2. Enter "California Journal" in the box on the Source List page, then click on "Find Title;"
3. Next, when it displays that it has found "California Journal," click on the phrase Search This Title;
4. Finally, Steps 1, 2, and 5 will already be automatically filled out in the correct format to find "California Journal." Do not make any changes to these three steps. All that you need to do is to enter appropriate search terms in Step 3, enter an appropriate date range in Step 4, and then click on the "Search" button.

If you prefer the print version, our Library does keep all print periodical volumes of this title at: JK8701.C33 (Periodicals, A-level, North).

*Congressional Digest.* This monthly periodical devotes each issue to a current controversial topic before Congress, such as NAFTA, education reform, defense spending, etc. You can search and locate articles from this periodical on your topic via EBSCOhost Academic Search. HINT: enter your topic in the FIND input box at the top and below that, in the JOURNAL input box, enter "Congressional Digest." EBSCOhost does not offer full text online for this title; however, our Library does keep all print periodical volumes of this title at: JK1.C65 (Periodicals, A-level, North).